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µ approach to robust stability domains

in the space of parametric uncertainties for

a power system with ideal CPL
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Abstract—Power electronic systems are prone to instability.
The problem, generally attributed to the constant power load
(CPL) behaviour of their power electronic controlled loads, can
become more acute when the systems are subject to parametric
uncertainties. The structured singular value (SSV) based µ

method has proven to be a reliable approach for assessing
the stability robustness of such uncertain systems. Despite its
numerous benefits, the µ method is not often applied to electrical
power systems (EPS) with multiple uncertainties. This may be
due to the mathematical complexity underlying the µ theory. This
work aims to make the µ approach more application-friendly by
providing clearer insights into the meaning and usefulness of the
robust stability measure µ for EPS with multiple parametric
uncertainties. This is achieved by presenting a methodology
for translating µ analysis results from the frequency domain
to the more perceivable uncertain parameters domain. The
method directly demonstrates dependences of system stability on
uncertain system parameters. Further, it clearly identifies robust
stability domains as subsets of the much wider stability domains.
The work is based on a representative EPS connected to an ideal
CPL. µ analysis predictions are evaluated and validated against
analytical results for the example CPL system.

Index Terms—Robust stability analysis, Linear fractional
transformation, Structured singular value, µ analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

P ower electronic systems are the foundations of the

electrification of land, air and sea vehicles [1]. Their high

efficiency and controllability are allowing the rapid develop-

ment of the more electric transport. The downside is that power

electronic controlled loads, due to their constant power load

behaviour, are seen in the network as negative impedances

and thus can cause severe stability issues within the power

system [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Moreover, in practice, these

power systems are subject to multiple parameter uncertainties

which act simultaneously on the system. This may further

compromise system stability. It naturally follows that the

stability domains within which such systems may operate

safely in the face of uncertainties need to be identified, as an

aid to designing robustly stable systems especially for safety

critical applications.

The classical approaches, that are generally employed to

assess small-signal stability of power electronic systems, are

the eigenvalue-based method and impedance-based methods

such as Middlebrook criterion [7], [8]. A key drawback of

classical techniques is that the analysis is based on the nominal

model and does not include system uncertainties such as pa-

rameter variations. In order to incorporate uncertainties when

using classical methods, the eigenvalue method is typically

combined with the Monte Carlo simulation. However, this

probabilistic stability assessment approach can be employed to

determine probability density functions of critical eigenvalues

but cannot guarantee to identify the most critical system

scenarios with respect to stability [9], [10]. In addition, the

study [4] proposes an admittance space stability analysis

method that incorporates parametric uncertainties in the ap-

plication of the classical impedance-based Energy Source

Analysis Consortium approach. The aforementioned method

involves exhaustive iterations of parameter variations, lineari-

sation at a number of equilibrium points and computation of

impedances. The authors in [4] have developed a software to

make the process automatic in order to make the approach

less laborious. Conversely, the SSV based µ method, that is

presented in this work, has proven to produce reliable results

in stability assessment of uncertain systems [9], [11], [12],

[13]. Further, the µ approach excludes the need for extensive

linearisation and parameter iterations.

Important developments in the multivariable control theory

since the early eighties have made µ analysis more rigorous

and applicable [11], [14], [15]. A great amount of literature

is devoted to the theoretical framework. It discusses the

modelling technique of linear fractional transformation (LFT),

and the computation of µ, which is a measure of stability

robustness of the system [16] - [17]. However, despite its

numerous advantages, the µ method has a few limitations,

which could explain why it is still not as widely used as

classical methods. First, the mathematical complexity un-

derlying the SSV theorem [16], [18] is such that certain

aspects of the approach are not always fully understood and

interpretation thereof may not be evident from the engineering

viewpoint. Nonetheless, some works such as [19], [20], [21]

have brought to the reader a good understanding of both the

theoretical and practical aspects of the µ approach. Further, the

significance of the single-valued µ measure, in the analysis of

multiple parametric uncertainties, does not seem to have been

adequately treated in the literature.

The aim of this work is then to address the above short-

comings by providing deeper insights into the meaning and

application of µ value. The work presents certain key aspects

of the µ approach in view of making the method more

applicable to power electronic systems with multiple uncer-

tainties. This is achieved by developing a methodology for

translating the frequency based µ analysis results into the more

perceivable parametric domain, for a power system subject

to single and multiple uncertainties. In order to keep focus
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on the significance and usefulness of µ, a representative EPS

connected to the well-established ideal CPL is employed for

illustration [3], [5], [6]. µ analysis predictions are evaluated

and verified against analytical results.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

An uncertain system is said to have robust stability if it

remains stable as all of its uncertain elements vary within their

defined ranges. The µ method is an effective tool for evaluating

stability robustness of such system models. Prior to µ analysis,

the uncertain system must nonetheless be expressed in the LFT

form [14] - [22].

LFT is a modelling technique which is employed to “pull

out” the indeterminate part from the known part of a system

model and place it in the feedback form. If a general uncertain

parameter P is considered to be bounded in the region [Pmin,

Pmax], it may be represented in its normalised form δP
bounded within [−1, 1]. It is easy to show that P can be

modelled as an LFT in δP in the expression (1) and in the

matrix form in Fig. 1.

P = Po + PoPvarδP , δP ∈ [−1, 1] (1)

where Po = (Pmin + Pmax)/2

and Pvar = (Pmax − Pmin)/(Pmax + Pmin)

u∆py∆p

ysp usp

0 Po 

Pvar Po 

δP

Fig. 1: Uncertain Parameter P as an LFT

Similarly, the model of an entire system with parametric

uncertainties can be represented in the LFT form [17], [22].

For the purpose of illustration, a general uncertain system

expressed in the state space form with input u and output

y, as shown in Fig. 2a, is considered. Based on the technique

of LFT, it is possible to extract the set of uncertainties in their

normalised form and regroup them in the diagonal uncertainty

matrix ∆ as shown in Fig. 2b. As a result, the initial state

space matrix is expanded to accommodate two sets of inputs

namely u∆ and us and two sets of output y∆ and ys as shown

in Fig. 2b [23], [24], [25]. The expanded state space matrix in

Fig. 2b can be converted into the N∆ configuration in Fig. 2c

by absorbing the “states” [24].

The transfer function of the system in Fig. 2c, which is also

known as the upper linear fractional transformation, is given

by (2). The uncertainty matrix ∆ is clearly distinguishable

in (2) and is said to have been “pulled out” of the original

uncertain system.

Fu(N,∆) =
ys

us

= N22 +N21∆(I −N11∆)−1N12 (2)

For completion, the reader is referred to [24], which examines

in detail the technique of LFT through an example resistance-

inductance-capacitance (RLC) circuit.

u 

A B

C Dy

xx
.

(a) The original uncertain system
in state space form

usys

x

y∆ u∆

∆ 

A0 B1 B0 

C1 D11 D12 

C0 D21 D22 

x
.

(b) Indeterminate uncertainties
“pulled” out of the system

u∆ y∆ 
ys us 

N11     N12 

N21      N22  

∆

(c) Uncertain system in the N∆ or
LFT form

u∆y∆

∆

M

(d) Equivalent M∆ structure for
stability assessment where M =
N11

Fig. 2: LFT of an uncertain system

Referring to the general LFT expression (2), it can be seen

that the only source that can cause the system N∆ to become

unstable is the feedback term (I−M∆)−1, where M = N11.

The system M can be derived as (3) from Fig. 2b [17],

[19]. The stability of the whole system (i.e the system N∆)

therefore rests on the stability of the M∆ structure shown in

Fig. 2d.

M(s) = N11(s) = C1(sI −A0)
−1B1 +D11 (3)

The robust stability condition for structured uncertainties is

given by the structured singular value, as defined in (4) [14]

- [22].

µ∆(M(s)) =
1

min[σ̄(∆) : det(I −M∆) = 0,∆ structured]
(4)

The structured singular value, commonly denoted as µ,

identifies the smallest perturbation matrix (∆) that destabilises

the system by causing the movement of system poles to the

imaginary axis [18], [23]. The SSV theory gives necessary and

sufficient conditions for stability robustness [16]. If µ is less

than 1, the system is guaranteed to be robustly stable for the

entire uncertainty set.

It is computationally hard to obtain the exact value of µ,

especially for large size problems, as widely reported in the

literature [15], [16], [20]. The solution is to compute a lower

bound µ
¯

and an upper bound µ̄ rather than the exact value

of µ. The lower bound µ
¯
, as opposed to the upper bound µ̄,

is always computed at the boundary of stability. However, it

is to be stressed that the lower bound µ
¯

may not always be

equal to µ and the maximum possible error can be estimated

by the gap [µ
¯
, µ̄] for each case [20]. In fact, the worse ratio

of µ/µ̄ has been reported to be equal to 0.85 while for most

cases the ratio is close to unity [23].

III. POWER SYSTEM MODELLING

A power converter may achieve nearly constant power load

regulation under fast controller actions. These types of power
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electronic controlled loads can mathematically be represented

as ideal CPLs [3], [5], [6], [26]. Fig. 3 depicts the example

EPS that is used to support this study. It is an ideal CPL

connected to the dc power supply through an input LC filter.

The system parameters are defined in Table I.

Cin

LinRin 

+

Pin

-

CPL vg(t)

ig(t)

vin(t)

iin(t)

Fig. 3: Non-linear model of the system with ideal CPL

TABLE I: Nominal values for system parameters

Symbol Units Nominal values Description

vg V 19.8 DC source voltage
Rin mΩ 160 Input Resistance
Lin µH 511.8 Input filter inductance
Cin µF 95 Input filter capacitance
Pin W 10.4 Input power

The ideal CPL has non-linear characteristics which can be

depicted in the non-linear equation (5) and in Fig. 4.

iin(t) =
Pin

vin(t)
(5)

vin (t)

iin (t)
Pin = constant

δiin(t)

δvin(t)

( in,V in)Eqo I

Fig. 4: Characteristic curve of the ideal CPL

At any given operating point, the system currents and

voltages of the EPS in Fig. 3 may be represented by dc values

with some superimposed small-signal ac components as shown

in (6).

iin(t) = Iin + îin(t), vin(t) = Vin + v̂in(t) (6)

In view of linearising the non-linear model of the CPL at

the dc quiescent point (Vin, Iin) denoted as Eqo in Fig. 4, the

gradient at that point is obtained from the partial derivative

of (5). This gradient represents the small-signal incremental

impedance at the dc point and is given by (7).

δiin(t)

δvin(t)
==

iin(t)− Iin

vin(t)− Vin

=
îin(t)

v̂in(t)
= −

Pin

V 2
in

(7)

It is worth noting that while the instantaneous impedance

Vin/Iin is positive, the small-signal incremental impedance, as

given by (7) and shown in Fig. 4, is negative. It is the negative

impedance characteristics of the CPLs that account for their

propensity to become unstable [6]. Based on this analysis, the

small-signal model of the CPL system can be represented in

Fig. 5.

Cin

LinRin 

+

-

-Rcpl
vg(t)


ig(t)


vin(t)


iin(t)


Pin

Fig. 5: Small-signal model of the system with ideal CPL

Furthermore, by using tangent line approximation of the

non-linear equation (5) together with the small-signal incre-

mental impedance (7), the linear model of the CPL can be

obtained as (8). Based on the linear function (8), the corre-

sponding circuit diagram can be constructed by connecting a

negative resistance −Rcpl in parallel with a constant current

source Icpl as shown in Fig. 6.

iin(t) =
1

(−Rcpl)
vin(t) + Icpl (8)

where Rcpl = −
V 2
in

Pin

, Icpl =
2Pin

Vin

= 2Iin

Cin

LinRin 

+

Pin

-

-Rcpl
Icpl =2Iin

Iin+iin(t)



-(Iin-iin(t))

Ig+ig(t)


Vg+vg(t)
 Vin+vin(t)



Fig. 6: Linear model of the system with ideal CPL

This paper aims at applying µ analysis to the EPS connected

to the ideal CPL, as shown in Fig. 3, over a range of operating

points and parameter variations. To this end, the modelling

methodology presented in [13] is employed to represent the

EPS as an equivalent linear model that contains all system

variability, in addition to being suitable for µ analysis. The

method is based on symbolic linearisation around an arbitrary

equilibrium point.

The first step involves writing the differential equations

which describe the dynamic behaviour of the non-linear sys-

tem in Fig. 3. These are given as (9) and (10).

dig(t)

dt
= −

Rin

Lin

ig(t)−
1

Lin

vin(t) +
1

Lin

vg(t) (9)

dvin(t)

dt
=

1

Cin

ig(t)−
Pin

Cin

1

vin(t)
(10)

The next step is to linearise the non-linear system model in

symbolic form. The equations (9) and (10) are first represented

in the state space form (11) with the states x(t)=[ig(t), vin(t)],
input u(t)= vg(t) and output y(t)=vin(t). For the purpose of

linearisation, the system variables are expanded in terms of
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their dc and ac components as shown in (11). Linearisation

is then performed based on (12) where the dc quiescent point

and the small-signal ac model are extracted as (13) and (14)

respectively.

ẋ(t) = f(x, u), where x(t) = X + x̂(t), u(t) = U + û(t) (11)

Ẋ + ˆ̇x(t) ∼= f(X,U) +

[

δf

δx

]

X,U

x̂(t) +

[

δf

δu

]

X,U

û(t) (12)

0 = f(X,U) dc terms (13)

ˆ̇x(t) =

[

δf

δx

]

X,U

x̂(t) +

[

δf

δu

]

X,U

û(t)

= Ax̂(t) +Bû(t) ac terms (14)

Based on (13) and U = Vg , the dc equilibrium states X =
[Ig, Vin] can be computed by equating (9) - (10) to zero and

are given as (15) and (16) respectively.

Ig = Iin =
Pin

Vin

(15) Vin =
Vg

2
[1 +

√

1− 4Rin
Pin

V 2
g

]

(16)

It is to be noted that all the elements in the system model

should be in their rational form in order to allow conversion of

the system model in its corresponding LFT configuration [27].

Hence the voltage Vin in (16) is expressed in its rational form

Vin−est as shown in (17) by employing binomial expansion.

Vin−est = Vg −
RinPin

Vg

(17)

Based on the general equation (14), the small-signal ac model

of the considered system can be obtained as (18). Besides, the

small-signal output can be written as (19) from ŷ(t) = v̂in(t).

[

dîg(t)

dt

dv̂in(t)
dt

]

=





−
Rin

Lin

−
1

Lin
1

Cin

−
1

CinRcpl





[

îg(t)

v̂in(t)

]

+

[

1

Lin
0

]

v̂g(t), where Rcpl = −
V 2
in−est

Pin
(18)

ŷ(t) =
[

0 1
]

[

îg(t)

v̂in(t)

]

(19)

The developed small-signal model, (18) - (19), operating

about the dc equilibrium point (15) - (16), represents the non-

linear system shown in Fig. 3 over a range of operating points

and parameter variations, in addition to being suitable for µ
analysis [28]. It is referred to as the equivalent linear model

of the power system in Fig. 3.

In this work, µ analysis is applied to the equivalent linear

model (18) - (19) to evaluate the stability robustness and

stability domains of the power system in Fig. 3. The µ
predictions are verified against results obtained analytically.

To that end, the stability boundary conditions based on the

characteristic equations of the power system under study are

developed in the next section.

IV. ANALYTICAL ASSESSMENT OF SYSTEM STABILITY

The stability of a system can be examined by verifying

the location of the roots of its characteristic equation. The

characteristic equation of the small-signal model of the power

system, as shown in Fig. 5, is given by the denominator of the

transfer function (20).

v̂in(t)

v̂g(t)
=

1

[CinLins2 + (CinRin −
LinPin

V 2
in−est

)s+ (1−
RinPin

V 2
in−est

)]

(20)

Based on Routh-Hurwitz criterion, the terms in the charac-

teristic equation as given by (21) and (22) must be positive

for the system to be stable [29]. However, since the input

resistance Rin has a relatively low value, condition (22) can be

neglected and the main condition for system stability becomes

(21).

CinRin −
LinPin

V 2
in−est

> 0 (21)

1−
RinPin

V 2
in−est

> 0 (22)

Hence at boundary stability, the critical power Pin is ob-

tained as (23) from the main condition (21). Replacing Vin−est

in (23) by (17) produces the expression (24) from which the

critical value of Pin can be computed analytically.

Pin =
CinRinV

2
in−est

Lin

(23)

R2
in

V 2
g

P 2
in − (

Lin

CinRin

+ 2Rin)Pin + V 2
g = 0 (24)

Further, the critical frequency of oscillation is given as (25);

the expression is derived by substituting (23) in the system

characteristic equation in (20) and solving for s or jw. The

critical conditions (24) and (25) are used to verify the results

from µ analysis.

jw = j2πf =

√

(
Lin − CinR

2
in

CinL2
in

) (25)

V. SYSTEM WITH SINGLE PARAMETRIC UNCERTAINTY

This section demonstrates how µ analysis is employed to

determine stability robustness and stability domains of the

power system in Fig. 3 when it is subject to variation in a

single parameter. The nominal values of the system parameters

are given in Table I. Considering that the input power Pin may

vary within ±33% of its nominal value of 10.4 W , as defined

in Table II, µ analysis is applied to the equivalent linear model

of the power system, given by (18) - (19), to determine the

critical or smallest input power that can destabilise the system.

TABLE II: Single uncertain parameter system (case I) - the

uncertain parameter

Uncertain parameter Nominal value Range of variation

Pin Pino = 10.4 W Pinvar = ± 33 %
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A. µ analysis

The application of µ analysis requires that the equivalent

linear system model be first converted in the LFT form.

Although the LFT operation can be done manually, the process

can be laborious [24]. Fortunately, the LFT exercise as well

as µ analysis can be performed automatically by employing

specialised software tools. MATLAB R© Robust Stability Tool-

box has been used in this work. The operation of LFT entails

expressing all uncertain parameters in the system model as

LFTs. Thus, the parameter Pin in the system model is written

in its normalised form δPin based on (26) and the information

in Table II.

Pin = Pino + Pino Pinvar δPin (26)

The normalised parameters δPin are then extracted from the

system model (18) - (19) and grouped in a diagonal matrix in

a feedback form by employing the LFT technique. This results

in the system model being converted in the LFT form with the

disturbance matrix given by (27); δPin appears 3 times in the

uncertainty matrix since Pin appears that number of times in

the uncertain system model.

∆(j2πf) = diag(δPin I3) (27)

The system stability can now be examined by applying µ
analysis to the system model in the LFT form. Based on the

principle of SSV, µ analysis identifies the smallest uncertainty

matrix that destabilises the system. The results are depicted in

Fig. 7a and 7b.

715 720 725
frequency (Hz)

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

 b
ou

nd
s 

  
  

(a)

720.00 720.15
frequency (Hz)

2.5

3.0

 b
ou

nd
s 

 

(b)

Fig. 7: Single uncertain parameter system (a) µ chart to

predict critical Pin (b) zoomed area near peak of µ chart

Of note is that the systems N and M , as defined in Fig. 2c

and 2d, can be extracted from the µ analysis results in the

numerical form rather than the symbolic form at the boundary

of stability. For this case study, the systems N and M can be

obtained from the expanded state space matrix in the form of

Fig. 2b given in the appendix A.

From the µ chart, it can be seen that the peak values of

both the lower bound µ
¯

and the upper bound µ̄ are equal

to 3.02 at the frequency of 720 Hz. The critical frequency

corresponds to the resonant frequency of the LC filter which

can be estimated as 1/2π
√
LinCin. By using appropriate

function in MATLAB R© Robust Stability Toolbox, the smallest

destabilising disturbance matrix is extracted as ∆(j2π720) as

shown in (28) and in Table III [21].

∆(j2π720) = diag(+0.331 I3) (28)

The critical value of δPin is equal to 0.331 as can be deduced

by comparing ∆(j2π720) in (28) with the structure of the

uncertainty matrix in (27). The robust stability margin can

be calculated as 1/µ = 0.331. The smallest input power that

can destabilise the system is computed as 11.53 W based on

critical δPin and equation (26), as shown in Table III.

TABLE III: Single uncertain parameter system - µ analysis

results

Perturbation matrix σ̄(∆(jw)) µ =1/σ̄(∆(jw)) Critical Pin

∆(j2π720) 0.331 3.02 11.53 W

B. Analytical verification

The critical power and frequency can be calculated ac-

cording to the analytical stability conditions (24) and (25)

respectively. The analytical results agree with the µ analysis

results as shown in Table IV. This finding supports the results

from µ analysis.

TABLE IV: Single uncertain parameter system - µ analysis

and analytical results

µ analysis results Analytical results

Critical input power (Pin) 11.53 W 11.53 W
Critical frequency (f ) 720 Hz 720 Hz

C. Robust stability domain

The µ tool identifies the smallest destabilising perturbation

matrix as given in (28). In parametric space, this represents

the largest normalised line segment of coordinate size 1/µ
with respect to the nominal point, within which the system

is guaranteed robustly stable. For this case study, the line

segment, of coordinate size 1/µ = 0.331, is represented in

Fig. 8. This implies that for any value of | δPin |< 0.331, the

system is guaranteed robustly stable. In contrast for any value

of δPin > +0.331 the system is unstable in accordance with

(28).

Unstable

Largest segment 

of coordinate size 1/μ
centred about [0,0]

δPin > 0.331

 [0, 0]

δPin = + 0.331 Boundary stability

δPin = -0.331

Nominal Point

Fig. 8: Single uncertain parameter system - Largest linear

segment of coordinate size (1/µ) centred about nominal point

within which system is robustly stable
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VI. SYSTEM WITH TWO PARAMETRIC UNCERTAINTIES

In this case study, the power system in Fig. 3 is subject to

variation in two parameters namely Cin and Pin, as depicted in

Table V. The other parameters are fixed as defined in Table I.

This subsection examines both the stability robustness and the

stability domain of the system.

TABLE V: Two uncertain parameters system (case II) - the

uncertain parameters

Uncertain parameters Nominal value Range of variation

Pin Pino = 10.4 W Pinvar = ± 33 %
Cin Cino = 95 µF Cinvar = ± 10 %

A. µ analysis

µ analysis is performed on the equivalent linear model (18)

- (19) based on the nominal values and the range of variation

of the two uncertain parameters as defined in Table V. The

resulting µ chart is depicted in Fig. 9a and 9b, from which it

can be noted that µ=µ
¯
=µ̄=4.03.
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Fig. 9: Two uncertain parameters system (a) µ chart to

determine critical Cin and Pin (b) zoomed area near peak

of µ chart

The structure of the uncertainty matrix is obtained as (29)

from the LFT operation. The smallest perturbation matrix

which is provided by µ analysis at the critical frequency of

729.2 Hz is given in (30) .

∆(j2πf) = diag(δCin I2, δPin I3) (29)

∆(j2π729.2) = diag(−0.248 I2, + 0.248 I3) (30)

By comparing the perturbation matrix (30) with the structure

of the uncertainty matrix (29), the critical values of δCin and

δPin can be obtained, as shown in Table VI. Based on these

critical values, the smallest destabilising input capacitance

and input power are computed as 92.65 µF and 11.25 W
respectively, as shown in Table VI.

B. Analytical verification

For verifying the µ results, the input power and frequency

are computed from the analytical stability boundary conditions

(24) and (25) respectively with Cin set to its critical value of

92.65 µF . The analytically obtained results are found to match

the µ analysis results as shown in Table VII.

TABLE VI: Two uncertain parameters system - Critical values

of Cin, Pin determined from µ analysis

Critical ∆(jw) δCin δPin Cin (µF ) Pin (W )

∆(j2π729.2) -0.248 +0.248 92.65 11.25

TABLE VII: Two uncertain parameters system - µ analysis

and analytical results

µ analysis results Analytical results

Critical input power (Pin) 11.25 W 11.25 W
Critical frequency (f ) 729.2 Hz 729.2 Hz

C. Stability domains

This section demonstrates how µ analysis can be used to

determine stability domains of the power system under study.

As discussed earlier, the peak value of µ corresponds to a

perturbation matrix at the critical frequency of 729.2 Hz.

Similarly, each point along the µ chart corresponds to a

particular perturbation matrix at a specific frequency. These

perturbation matrices can be extracted from the µ chart and

employed to construct stability domains of the considered

system [21]. For this case study, perturbation matrices are

extracted at a number of frequency points on the µ chart shown

in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10: Two uncertain parameters system - Points A, B, C

chosen to illustrate construction of stability domain

For the purpose of illustration, three uncertainty matrices

corresponding to points A, B and C in Fig. 10, and given by

(31), (30) (32) respectively are analysed. The corresponding

µ values are given in Table VIII.

∆(j2π700) = diag(+0.579 I2, + 0.523 I3) (31)

∆(j2π750) = diag(−0.779 I2, + 0.071 I3) (32)

TABLE VIII: Two uncertain parameters system - µ lower

bound for points A, B and C

Points Perturbation Matrix σ̄(∆(jw)) µ = 1/σ̄(∆(jw))
∆(jw)

A ∆(j2π700.0) 0.579 1.73
B ∆(j2π729.2) 0.248 4.03
C ∆(j2π750.0) 0.779 1.28
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The next step involves identifying the values of δCin and

δPin from the extracted perturbation matrices based on the

structure of the uncertainty matrix (29). The normalised pa-

rameters are then converted into their actual values Cin and

Pin, based on (26). The corresponding values for matrices A,

B and C are depicted in Table IX.

TABLE IX: Two uncertain parameters system - Critical desta-

bilising parameter values for points A, B and C

Perturbation Matrix δCin δPin Cin (µF ) Pin (W )

A ∆(j2π700.0) +0.579 +0.523 100.5 12.2
B ∆(j2π729.2) -0.248 +0.248 92.6 11.3
C ∆(j2π750.0) -0.779 +0.071 87.6 10.6

Finally, the critical values of Pin are plotted against the

critical values of Cin. Fig. 11 shows the resulting stability line.

The points A, B and C shown in Fig. 11 serve to demonstrate

how the µ chart has been ‘translated’ into a stability line.

In order to verify the validity of the stability line obtained

from µ analysis, the input power Pin is computed for a number

of values of Cin in the range [85.5 µF , 104.5 µF ] based on

the analytical equation (24). The resulting plot of Cin against

Pin is shown in Fig. 11. The boundary stability curve obtained

from the analytical method matches the curve generated from

µ analysis as can be noted from Fig. 11. These findings

validate the µ analysis results.
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Fig. 11: Two uncertain parameters system - stability domain

from µ analysis and analytical method

D. Analysis of robust stability domains

For this case study, the robust stability margin (1/µ) equals

0.248. In parametric space and for a system subject to two

parametric uncertainties, the µ approach identifies the largest

square of coordinate size 1/µ within which the system can be

guaranteed robustly stable [20]. In order to illustrate this point,

the squares connecting points A, B, C are drawn centred about

the nominal point (0,0), as shown in Fig. 12a, 12b and 12c

respectively.

The rectangle encompassing point A falls in both the stable

and unstable regions. In contrast, the ‘square’ connecting point

‘B’ is completely in the stable region. Point B corresponds to

the peak value of µ. Of note is that although the rectangle

connecting point ‘C’ falls entirely in the stable region, it

does not give the largest uncertainty size for all uncertain
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(c) Rectangle centred about nominal point, connecting
point C

Fig. 12: Two uncertain parameters system

parameters, for which robust stability is guaranteed. Hence, in

order to guarantee robust stability of the system, uncertainties

have to stay within the ‘square’ region identified in Fig. 12b.

VII. SYSTEM WITH THREE PARAMETRIC UNCERTAINTIES

This section assesses stability robustness of the power

system under study when it is subject to three parametric

uncertainties as defined in Table X. It also provides an insight

into the meaning of µ by exploring the stability domains.

A. µ analysis

After defining the uncertain system parameters Cin, Lin and

Pin as in Table X, robust stability is analysed using the µ tool.
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TABLE X: Three uncertain parameters system (case III) - the

uncertain parameters

Uncertain parameters Nominal value Range of variation

Pin Pino = 10.4 W Pinvar = ± 33 %
Cin Cino = 95 µF Cinvar = ± 10 %
Lin Lino = 511.8 µH Linvar = ± 10 %

The µ chart is shown in Fig. 13a and fig. 13b. The maximum

value of the µ lower bound is 4.974 and is nearly equal to

that of the µ upper bound.
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Fig. 13: Three uncertain parameters system (a) µ chart to

determine critical Cin, Lin, Pin (b) zoomed area near peak of

µ chart

The structure of the uncertainty matrix, as extracted from

µ analysis, is shown in (33). The critical uncertain matrix at

the critical frequency of 720.5 Hz is shown in (34).

∆(j2πf) = diag(δCin I2, δLin I1, δPin I3) (33)

∆(j2π720.5) = diag(−0.201 I2, + 0.196 I1, + 0.201 I3) (34)

The values of δCin, δLin, δPin pertaining to the critical

uncertainty matrix can be obtained by comparing the elements

of ∆(j2π720.5) in (34) with the elements in (33), and are

shown in Table XI. Further, the smallest parameter values that

can destabilise the power system can be computed from these

normalised values and the general LFT expression (26), as

depicted in Table XI.

TABLE XI: Three uncertain parameters system - Critical

values of Cin, Lin, Pin from µ analysis

δCin δLin δPin Cin (µF ) Lin (mH) Pin (W )

-0.201 +0.196 +0.201 93.1 521.8 11.1

B. Analytical verification

In order to verify the µ analysis results in Table XI, the input

power Pin and frequency f are computed from the analytical

equations (24) - (25), with Cin and Lin set to the critical

values of 93.1 µF and 521.8 mH respectively. The analytical

results match µ analysis predictions as shown in Table XII.

This confirms that µ analysis has identified critical parameters

at the boundary of stability for the case study.

TABLE XII: Three uncertain parameters system - µ analysis

and analytical results of critical Pin and f

µ analysis results Analytical results

Critical input power (Pin) 11.1 W 11.1 W
Critical frequency (f ) 720.5 Hz 720.5 Hz

C. Stability domains

This subsection translates frequency-based µ results into

parametric space. It provides insights into the usefulness of

µ in the identification of the parametric space within which a

system is guaranteed robustly stable.

1) µ in parametric space: In order to generate the stability

domain of the power system under consideration, perturbation

matrices are firstly extracted at a number of frequency points

on the chart of the µ lower bound shown in Fig. 14. For the

purpose of illustration, three uncertainty matrices correspond-

ing to the points A, B and C in Fig. 14, and given in (35),

(34) and (36) respectively, are analysed.
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Fig. 14: Three uncertain parameters system - Points A, B, C

chosen to illustrate construction of stability domains

∆(j2π700) = diag(+0.241 I2, + 0.333 I1, + 0.301 I3) (35)

∆(j2π750) = diag(−0.399 I2, − 0.399 I1, + 0.330 I3) (36)

The next step involves identifying the values of δCin, δLin

and δPin for each of the perturbation matrices. This is done by

comparing the elements of the matrices with the elements of

the general uncertainty matrix (33). The normalised parameter

values for points A, B and C are given in Table XIII along

with the corresponding computed values of Cin, Lin and Pin.

TABLE XIII: Three uncertain parameters system - Critical

destabilising parameter values for points A, B and C

δCin δLin δPin Cin (µF ) Lin (mH) Pin (W )

A +0.241 +0.333 +0.301 97.3 528.9 11.4
B -0.201 +0.196 +0.201 93.1 521.8 11.1
C -0.399 -0.399 +0.330 91.2 491.4 11.5

The coordinates (δCin, δLin, δPin), extracted from the

µ
¯

chart, are then plotted in three dimensional space. The

resulting chart is depicted in Fig. 15. The points A, B and

C shown in Fig. 15 serve to demonstrate how the µ chart

in Fig. 14 has been ‘translated’ from frequency domain to

parametric space.
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Fig. 15: Three uncertain parameters system - µ lower bound

chart translated into parametric space

2) Stability plane from analytical method: In order to

gain more insight into the µ approach, in this subsection

the stability domains for the system under study are first

determined through the analytical method and then correlated

with the µ lower bound chart.

A series of points (Cin, Lin) are chosen in the range of

Cin = 95 µF ± 10% and Lin = 511.8 mH ± 10%; then Pin

is calculated iteratively for each coordinate point according

to (23). The resulting coordinates (Cin, Lin, Pin) are then

converted into their normalised form (δcin, δLin, δPin) using

the generic equation (26) and the parameter values in Table I.

The three-dimensional plot of the coordinates, as shown in

Fig. 16, is the boundary stability plane for the system under

study. The system is stable for all sets of parameters chosen in

the region below the stability plane and is unstable for all sets

of parameters chosen in the region above the stability plane.

When the µ lower bound chart in Fig. 15 is superimposed

on the analytically obtained stability plane, it is found to lie

exactly on the plane as shown in Fig. 16. This proves that the

critical parameters determined by the µ lower bound for this

case study lie at the boundary of stability.
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Fig. 16: Three uncertain parameters system - stability bound-

ary plane obtained from analytical method and µ chart trans-

lated into parametric space

3) Significance of µ in frequency domain: As can be seen

in Fig. 16, the µ chart connects only few of the parameter

coordinates within the wide stability plane. This is because

the employed algorithm does not verify all the points of the

stability plane. Instead, it monitors the boundary stability for

migration of those poles, which correspond to the smallest

destabilising uncertainty matrices, at every frequency point

within the grid. The smallest of all the destabilising pertur-

bation matrices over the entire frequency grid gives 1/µ, in

accordance with (4). In order to demonstrate this point, this

subsection computes µ from the parameter coordinates in the

analytical plane in Fig. 16. The procedure employed is based

on the definition of µ in (4), which states that µ∆(M(jw))
= 1/min[σ̄(∆(jw))]. The steps are outlined in Fig. 17 and

illustrated below.

1. Define frequency grid f = [ fmin, fmax, n ], where 
fmin, fmax are the minimum and maximum frequency, 

and n is the number of points in the grid 

2. Select a frequency point  fi  within the grid

4. Compute  the maximum singular value  of all 
uncertainty matrices for fi  : s(D (j2ʌfi))  

5. Compute  minimum[s(D (j2ʌfi))] = 1/m(M( j2ʌfi)) 

6. Repeat for all  frequency points in grid 

3. Identify all uncertainty matrices  corresponding to 
frequency fi as follows:
(i) Select a set of values for Lin within 511.8 mH+10% 
(ii) Compute Cin for each Lin, based on (25) and fi

(iii) Compute Pin for each (Cin, Lin),  based on (24)
(iv) Convert (Cin, Lin, Pin) to ( dCin, dLin, dPin ),

        based on general LFT equation (1)
(v) Arrange ( dCin, dLin, dPin ) in the form (33)

 

7. For entire frequency grid, compute                     
minimum[s(D (j2ʌf))] = 1/m (M(j2ʌf))  

Fig. 17: Flow chart for computing the smallest critical uncer-

tainty matrix for a given system frequency

1) A frequency grid is chosen as a set of 100 points spaced

between 500 Hz and 1000 Hz.

2) A frequency of 700 Hz is selected for analysis.

3) A number of uncertainty matrices corresponding to

coordinates (δCin, δLin, δPin) and pertaining to 700 Hz

are computed. These coordinates, plotted in Fig. 18a,

are shown to lie exactly on the stability plane.

4) The maximum singular value of each of the uncertainty

matrices, lying on the frequency line of 700 Hz, is

computed. For illustration, the maximum singular value
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is computed for three points, denoted as 1, 2 and 3 in

Fig. 18a, as shown in Table XIV.

5) The smallest uncertainty matrix on the frequency curve

700 Hz is then identified. This corresponds to point

2 which matches point A on the µ
¯

chart in Fig. 15,

as shown in Table XIV. Hence, the critical perturbation

matrix at a given frequency point on the µ
¯

chart is found

to be the smallest uncertainty matrix that can destabilise

the system at that frequency.

6) The above exercise is repeated for all frequency points

within the grid. The smallest matrix on the frequency

lines 720.5 Hz and 750 Hz correspond to points B and

C respectively as shown in Fig. 18a and in Table XV.

7) When all the computed uncertainty matrices on the µ
chart are analysed, it is found that the smallest matrix

over the entire frequency grid corresponds to point B or

the peak of the µ chart. This is shown in Table XVI.

TABLE XIV: Three uncertain parameters system -maximum

singular value of matrices 1, 2 and 3 on frequency curve

700 Hz

Points δCin δLin δPin σ̄(∆(j2π700)) min[σ̄(∆(j2π700))]

1 +0.869 -0.270 +0.720 0.869 -
2 +0.244 +0.330 +0.303 0.330 0.330
3 -0.243 +0.850 -0.005 0.850 -

TABLE XV: Three uncertain parameters system - smallest

matrices on frequency lines 700 Hz, 720.5 Hz and 750 Hz

frequency (δCin, δLin, δPin ) σ̄(∆(j2πf)) µ∆(M(j2πf))

700 Hz A (+0.241, +0.333, +0.301) 0.333 3.00
720.5 Hz B (-0.201, +0.196, +0.201) 0.201 4.97
750 Hz C (-0.399, +0.399, +0.330) 0.399 2.51

TABLE XVI: Three uncertain parameters system - µ computed

from coordinate points on stability plane

Frequency (f) min[σ̄(∆(j2πf))] µ∆(M(j2πf))
=1/min[σ̄(∆(j2πf))]

500 Hz - 1000 Hz 0.201 4.97

D. Robust stability domains

Following the analysis in the earlier subsection, the smallest

destabilising perturbation matrix on the boundary stability

plane corresponds to point B on the µ chart. This can be

noted by comparing the sizes of the uncertainty matrices A, B

and C in Table XV. The peak value of the µ plot thus provides

the largest perturbation matrix that the system is robustly

stable against over the entire frequency grid. With respect

to parametric space, σ̄(∆(jw)) = 1/µ can be interpreted

as the coordinate size of the largest cube centred around

the nominal point (0, 0, 0) inside of which the system is

guaranteed robustly stable.

For the purpose of illustration, a set of rectangular cuboids

centred about the nominal point (0,0,0) are drawn to connect

points A, B and C respectively. From Fig. 18b, it can be noted

that the cuboid connecting point A falls in both the stable and

the unstable regions. This is also the case for point C. In

contrast, the cube of coordinate size 1/µ = 0.201 connecting

point B lies totally in the stable region below the stability

plane as depicted in Figs. 18c and 18d. It is to be pointed out

that the small yet noticeable discrepancies in the normalised

values in the uncertainty matrix (34) of point B have been

neglected and attributed to numerical inaccuracies. The system

is robustly stable for all variations in uncertainties that may

occur within the cube in Fig. 18c and 18d. Hence, the µ
approach identifies the largest ‘cube’ in the three dimensional

parametric space inside which the system is guaranteed to be

robustly stable.

VIII. SYSTEM WITH MULTIPLE PARAMETERS

UNCERTAINTIES

By extrapolating on the ideas presented in the earlier

sections, for a system subject to N parametric uncertainties, µ
analysis provides the largest hypercube of dimension N cen-

tred about the nominal point and of coordinate size 1/µ, within

which system robust stability can be guaranteed [20]. For a sin-

gle parametric uncertainty, the hypercube becomes the largest

line segment within which the system is guaranteed robustly

stable. The line segment is of coordinate size 1/µ = 0.331
for case study I. Similarly, when two parametric uncertainties

are considered, the hypercube becomes the largest square

in the unit bound normalised parameter space within which

system robust stability is guaranteed; in case study II this is

a square of coordinate size 1/µ = 0.248. When considering

a system subject to three parametric uncertainties, µ analysis

identifies the largest cube within which system robust stability

is guaranteed, which in case study III is of coordinate size

1/µ = 0.201. Of note is that the initial selection of the

nominal values as well as the interval of parameter variations

will influence the outcome of the robust stability assessment

of a system.

It is interesting to note that the coordinate size of the

‘hypercube’ or 1/µ tends to decrease with increasing number

of uncertainties, as depicted in Table XVII. This clearly shows

that stability assessment, if performed without duly incorpo-

rating potential system uncertainties, can lead to conservative

and possibly erroneous stability margins.

TABLE XVII: Variation of robust stability margin with num-

ber of uncertain parameters

Number of parametric Robust stability Critical power
uncertainties margin (1/µ) (Pin)

1 0.331 11.53 W
2 0.248 11.25 W
3 0.201 11.10 W

IX. CONCLUSION

The µ approach is a reliable and effective method that can

be adopted for the robust stability analysis of power electronic

systems. Yet the µ tool is not widely employed for EPS with

multiple parametric uncertainties. This may be attributed to

the mathematical complexity of the µ theory. With the aim to
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Fig. 18: Three uncertain parameters system

make the µ approach more applicable, the work has provided

a comprehensive understanding of the robust stability measure

µ with respect to single and multiple parametric uncertainties.

This has been achieved by applying the µ tool to identify the

robust stability domains of the representative EPS connected

to an ideal CPL. The work has presented a methodology for

translating the µ analysis results from the frequency domain

to the more perceivable uncertain parameters domain. It has

demonstrated how, for a system subject to N parametric

uncertainties, µ provides the largest hypercube of dimensionN ,

centred about the nominal point and of coordinate size 1/µ,

within which the system can be guaranteed robustly stable.

Further, it has shown the robust stability domains as subsets

of the wider stability domains in the multi-dimensional para-

metric space. This work has many practical implications. It

offers the design engineer a parametric space within which

to manoeuvre and choose optimum parameters while ensuring

stability robustness. This work has clearly presented certain

key aspects of the µ approach in a manner comprehensible

enough to make it more application-friendly while offering

the possibility of it being extended to more complex studies.

APPENDIX A

EXPANDED STATE SPACE MATRIX N FOR SYSTEM WITH

SINGLE PARAMETRIC UNCERTAINTY

N =

















−312.6 −1954 0 0 0 1954

1.053e+ 04 281.6 1.853 0.00793 0.1564 0

0 50.17 0 0.001413 0.02785 0

0 49.95 0 0.001407 0 0

0 2.534 0 7.135e− 05 0.001407 0

0 1 0 0 0 0
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